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Abstract. In this paper, we consider two-way deterministic machines whi, h have counters, each 
capable of storing any nonnegative integer, but not having the ability to detect empty counter, 
and which accept by final state. We tail these machines two-way determinist!c multi-weak-counter 
machines. Let 2NWC? and 2DWC “) denote the classes of languages recognized by two-way 
nondeterministic and deterministic R-weak-counter machines, respectively. In particular, for 
k = i, we denote the corresponding classes by 2NWC and 2DWC. The following results are 
shown: (1) 2DWCck’ = 2DWC for I-I 3 1. (2) A bounded la>g,uage in 2DWC is a bounded 
semilinear language. (3) 2NWC f 2D WC. 
: , 
Introduction 
Counter machines and the machines closely related toI them have been extensively 
studied from various points of view [l-2, 5-8, 10-13, 151. JFor example, the 
computing power of machines with time and space restrictions with respect o the 
number of counters is discussed in [l-2,6-?]. Decidable ar; 3 undecidable properties 
of counter machines with reversal bound restrictions are studied in [8, 380-l l]. 
In this paper we consider two-way machines which have counters, each of which 
can hold any nonnegative integer but does not have the ability to check whether 
any counter is empty, and which accept by final state. These devices will block if 
they try to subtract from an empty counter. A counter has three kinds of operations, 
add, subtract and zero test. Since these machines are considered to have counters 
which lack the zero test ability, we call them weak-counter machines for the sake 
of contrast with counter machines. One-way machines with these weak-counters 
which accept by final state and empty store are called one-way partially blind 
multicounter machines by Greibach [7] and nondeterministic such machines are 
studied under quasi-reeltLne and linear tl;le restrictions. The connection of the 
languages recognized by these one-way devices with Petri net languages i discussed 
in [7,13]. In this paper we are mainly concerned with two-way deterministic 
multi-weak-counter machines from the point of their computing ability and language 
properties. 
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It is well known that a tape can be simulated by two counters [15]. Therefore 
two coltmte;rs are suf%ierit for computing recursively enumerable sets. Howeter, ’ 
ilt is kn,mm [ 101 that two-way multi-counter machines with reversal ‘bound con- 
straints give a smaller class. In particular, bounded languages recognized by these 
revers&bounded multi-counter machines are in fact semiJ!inear. In contrast with 
these results, we show in Section 2 that the class of languages recognized by 
two-way deterministic one-w.sak-counter machines is the same as that of 
languages recognized by two-way deterministic k-weak-counter machin::l,s for any 
Ik 2 2, Thus for deterministic such devices, one ,veak-counter is sufficient. For 
one-way devices, it is known that quasi-realtime one-way nondeterministic partially 
blind cik + 1 )-counter machines are more powerful than such k-counter machines 
171. We also set that for one-way deterministic multi-weak-counter machines, (e 
iincreasing the number of weak-counters by one gives a larger language class. 
The semilinear property of languages have been studiled for various kinds of 
languages [&10,!4,16--171. The most famous result is that for context-free 
languages [ 161. This result ha, 0 c%en extended to bou;?ded languages recognized by 
input head finite reversal. two-way pushdown automata [14], to bounded languages 
recognized by bounded-re:versal multihead pushdown automata [9], and to bounded 
languages recognized by bounded-reversal multihead finite automata [17]. In [lo], 
it is shown that every bounded language recognized by a two-way nondeterministic 
multi-counter machine with input head finite reversals and finite counter reversals 
is semilinear. It is also shown in [8] that every one letter alphabet language 
recognized by two-way deterministic multi-counter machine whose counters are 
reversal bounded is regular. In Section 3 we show that every bounded language 
recognized by a two-way deterministic one-weak-counter machine, therefore k- 
weak-counter machine for any k 2 1, is semilinear. 
Let 2DWC and 2NWC denote the classes of languages, recognized by two-way 
deterministic and nondeterministic one-weak-counter machines. The problem of 
nondetermirnism versus determinism for two-way mach,!nes with one counter is still 
unsolved and this problem is discussed in connection with LBA problem [3]. In 
Section 4, we restrict his problem to two-way one-weak-counter machines. Con- 
sider the language L, = {a n b “’ 1 n, m 2 I, n #m} which is a union of Ll= 
{a”b’“Il<n<m} and L2={d’bm~l S m C n}. We note that Ll and Lz belong to 
2DWC and L belongs to 2NWC. The main resuit in Section 4 shows that L belongs 
to 2NWC- LDWC. It should be noted that since thle language L is a bounded 
semilinear language, thle result about semilinear property of 2DWC does not work 
for this proof. By this result, we see that 2DWC is not closed under union or 
complementation although 2DWC is shown to be closed unlder intersection. 
In this section we preljent he definition of two-way m&i-weak-counter machines 
and some related conct,:pts. 
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For k 2 1, a two-way k-weak-counter machine is defined as a two-way k-ccnuntet 
machine [2,lO] which dues not have the ability to check the empty co~unter and 
blocks if one of its countc.rs goes negative. We first review the definition of two-way 
k-counter machines. Intuitively, a two-way k-counter machine is a device with a 
finite staite control, a two-way rt:ad only input head and k counters each of which 
can store: any nonnegative integer. An input is given with bothsides delimited by 
the special endmarkers 6 and $ cal?ed the left and right endmarkers, respectively. 
Formally, we define in the following way: 
Definition. A two-way nondeterministic k- ounter machine M = (0, C, 6, qo, F) con- 
sists of a finite set Q of states, a special state qo called the initiGiI state, a subset F 
of Q whose elements are called final states, afinite input alphabet C and a transition 
function 6 from Q x (C w (4, $}) x (0, ilk into the subsets of Q x (- 1, 0, 1) x 
{-- 1, 0, I}“, where # and $ are special symbols not in 2. If IS(q, a, bl, . . . !, bk)! 5 1 
for all q in Q, a in 2 (~(4, $}, bl, . . . , bk in (0, l}, then M is said to be deter,:ministic, 
where for a set S, ISI represents the cardinality of S. In order CO prevent the input 
head from falling off the input tape, we may assume without loss of generality that 
if S(q, a, bl, . . . , bk) contains (p, d, dl, . . ..d&then19~Oifa=#andd~Oifa=$. 
Definition. A configuration of M on input &w$, w in C* is a (k + 3)-tuple (q, #w$, 
i, u1 9 l l l 9 uk) meaning that M is in state q with the input head on the ith symbol 
of $w$ and ul, . . . . & are integers stored in the k counters. A relation + among 
configurations is defined as foslilows: We write (q, &w$, i, ~1, . . . ? uk) !- (p, &w$ i + 
d, ul+dl, . . . , uk + dk) if the ith symbol of $w$ is a, S(q, a, bl, . o . , bk) contains 
ip, 4 4,. . ‘9 dk), 1 s i, i +d s )&w$), L+ 3 0, ui + di 2 0, and sgn( lji) = sgn&) for j = 
1 
1: hl 
, . , k, where for a string X, 1x1 represents the length of the string x and sgn(u) = 
or -1 as u > 0, u = 0, or u < 0. The reffexive and transitive closure of k is 
denoted by I-*‘ 
Definition. There are two kinds of acceptance, acceptance by final state and 
acceptance by final state and empty store. For ‘a string w in Z*, M accepts w by 
final state if (qo, gw$, 0, 0, . . . , 0) k* (q, #w$, I&v$j, aI9 . . . , uk) for some final state 
qandsomeuj~O,j=l,..., k, and M accepts w by final state and empty store if 
(40, $w$t 0909 l l l 9 0) I-* (q, #w$, ]dw$j, 0, . . . , 0) with q in F. 
Definition. A two-way k-counter machine M = (12~ C, 6, qo, F) is said to be L 
two-way k-weak-counter machine if for each q in Q and each a in C u (& $1, 
a(,~, a, h . . . 9 hc) = 61(q, 4 cl, . . l , ck) for all big Ci in (0, f), i = 1, . . . , k. 
Definition. Let M be a two-way k(weak)-counter machine. Then we denote by 
7fM) the set of strings which M accepts by final state. 
We remark that transitions of a two-way k-weak-counter machine depend only 
upon the state and the symbol scanned by the Llput head and it will block if one 
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af its counters goes negative. A configuratioa (qp &v$, I&v$~, ui, . . . , uk) with 4 in 
F and uj c - 0 is said to be an accepting configuration by final state. We measure the 
computation time of 1M which accepts by final state by the first time an accepting 
e;d&iguration is reached. 
If)c~efinItian~ For k 3 1, let ‘ 
2DWC’“‘= {T(M) 1 M is a two-way detelrministic k-weak-counter 
machine which accepts by final state}, 
2NWC’k’ = { T(M j ! M is a two-way nondeterministic k-weak- 
counter machine which accepts by final state}. 
%:n particular, we denote 2c)WC” and 2NWC”’ by 2DWC and 2NWC, respectively. 
We can define one-way devices in the same way 173. We note that the partially 
‘blind multi,-counter machines [7] are thie same as one-way multi-weak-counter 
machines which accept by tinal state and empty store. 
Since we are mainly concerned with final state accepting two-way multi-weak- 
counter machines, we assume hereafter the acceptance of machines is by dnal state 
unless specified. Thus a two-way deterministic k-weak-counter machine means a 
two-way deterministic k-weak-counter machine which accepts by final state. 
2. Wndnatioa of weak-corders 
In this section we show that a language recognized by a two-way deterministic 
k-weak-counter machine is recognized by a two-way one-weak-counter machine. 
For #this purpose we prove some lemmas. 
Lenrrmrs 2.1. lf L is a language in 2DWCtk’, then L is recognized by a two-way 
deteimiatist& k-weak-counter machine which has only one final state and halts at 
the jinal’ state. 
Proof. Let M be a two-waly deterministic k-weak-counter machine recognizing L. 
‘I%e required two-way k-wea,k-counter machine M0 simulates A4 as follows. If M’S 
state is final, then Mb checks whether the input he;, d of M is on the right endmarker. 
It ~,uI, then MD enters the unique final state, accepts the input and halts. otherwise, 
M,, continues to simulate M Since the state an3 input head position determine 
acceptance, it follows that T!(M) = T(MO). 0 
L~erurrnar 2.2. Let M = (Q, 2, 8, qo, F) be a two+vay deterministic k-weak-counter 
szdchine. 77zen for each w in T(M), Maccepts w *within (Iw) +2)1Ql time. 
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IPPosf. Since the transition of Al on w is determined only by the state and the 
symbol\ scanned by the input head and since IrM is deterministic, if M accepts w by 
final si;ate, then AJ reaches an accepting ~o~,_~~,. mfimajration within (Iwi + 2)1Q1 time. Cl 
Lemma 2.3. 2DWC is closed under intersection. 
Proof. Let L1 and Lz be languages in 2DWC ;and let M; and 1M2 be the two-way 
deterministic one-weak-counter machines which recognize L1 and Lz, respectively. 
By Lernma 2.1, we may assume that M, (i = 1,2) has only one final state and halts 
at the final state. The required two-way deterministic one-weak-counter machine 
A& which recognizes L1 A LJ moves in the following way: Given an input w, MO 
first silmulates Ml on w. If A& on w enters the unique final state, then by the 
construction in Lemma 2.1 A& is in an accepting configuration. Then A& executes 
the procedure EMPTY in order to make the (content of the counter be empty. 
EMPTY: In the first phase J& increases the content of the counter by (I w I + 2)lQl 
using its input head as a counter. In the second phase, A& puts its input head on 
the left end marker and again simulates j’& on w in the following manner: Itl Itie 
case when Ml is adding to the counter, MO substracts from the counter. In the case 
when IMl is subtracting from the counter, then ?& adds to the counter. When A& 
enters the final state, the content of counter must be (I WI +2>1C?l. In the last phase, 
.JIM;, erases (Iw~+2)~Q~ f rom tlhe counter by using its input head. 
Lemma 2.2 guarantees that any error cannot occur in the procedure EMPTY. 
Next, .A& simulates A& on w. If & on w accepts, then A& accepts w. Obviously, 
Ti&) = T(Af1) f-i T(A&)* u 
Theolrem 2.4. 2DWC”’ = 2DWC for k z-- 1. 
Proof. Let L be a language in 2DWC”” and let A& be a two-way deterministic 
k-weiak-counter machine which recognizes L. For each i =: 1, . . . , k!, Jet Mi be the 
two-way deterministic one-weak-counter machine obtained by dropping counters 
except he ith counter. Since the transitions of jV depend only upon the state and 
the symbol scanned by the input head, if 1M accepts an input w, thien lbg, accepts 
w for i=l,..., k. On the other hand, if Mj accepts w for each i = 1,. . . , k, then 
this means that AJ on w reaches an accepting configuration without any counter 
error. Therefore T(M) = T(IM11) n l * l A T(&). By Lemma 2.3, L is i;n 2DWC. 0 
The: similar result does not: seem to hold for two-way nondeterministic machines. 
Foreachk~1letC~={~.~‘1bm~an26m~~~~ankbmk~1~mi~nifori=1,...,k}.Con- 
sider the language Lk over {[, 1, #, a, b} consisting of the following strings: [ w:l’ # 
. . . # w(nl,)][p”(i’l) #. . . # &j] . . l [w:L’#***#w(~~)], where tsl, nialp w!~’ is in 
{a, 21)” for 1 g i G t, 1 s j G ni, and there exist integers il, , . . , it such that 
Wi, JQ12 
(1) 621 . , . w(c) 
It is in Ck. Then Lk is recognized by a (one-way) nondeterministic 
k-weak-counter machine. However, it is unlikely that Lk+l belongs to 2NWC”‘. 
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Another example is the language Lsr = {a”b” 1 n 3~ 1,l s m s 2”). L,, can be 
recognized lby a one-way nondeterministic two-welak-counter machine [7,13], 
but it dotes n,ot seem to belong to 2NWC. 
For one-way deterministic multi-weak-counter machines which accept by final 
state, we know by Lemma 2.2 that they accept in linear time. By this fact, we can 
&OW in the same way as in [1] that the language {a!’ l l l ~2 a T3 l l l ark 11 g mi s )ri 
fori-l,..., kl is recognized by a one-way deterministic k-weak-counter machine, 
bat mot by any such (k-1)-weak-counter machine. Thus there is a hierarchy for 
one-way deterministic multiweak-counter machines. Furthermore, it is show.n in 
[7] $hdt quasi-realtime one-way nondeterministic partially blind k-counter 
machines are more powerful than such (k - &counter machines. 
3,, Semillinear property 
By the result in Section 2, we need to study only the class 2DWC instead of 
2DWC”“, k 3 ‘3.. This section concentrates on the study of the semilinear property 
0% languages iu! 2DWC 
Let N be the set of nonnegative integers. A subset X of N” is said to be linear 
il x = {PC) + kl C”l + l l l + kmtrm 1 ki are in N} for some ~0, . . . ,, vm in Nn. A finite union 
of linear sets 5; said to be semilinear. Giver! an bounded language L c w ;” l l l w E, 
whelre Hri are nonempty strings in C* for some alphabet C, we define f<wl,..., wn) (L) = 
{Gil ,...,,iJw;l -0 wk isinL}. 
The main result in this section is the follcwing. 
Theorem 3,l. If u bounded language L c wf l 9 l wz is in 2DWC, then f(w,,..., Q(L) 
is semilinear. 
Consider agiain the Ianguage Lst. The language L,, is not semilinear. Therefore 
LsI i.s not im 2DWC. As is remarked in Section 2, L,, is in 2NWC’*‘. Thus we can 
s,ee 2DWC 5 C, Jk 2NWC’? However, we give in Section 4 a stronger result that 
2NWC and 2DWC can be separated by a semilmear language. 
In Section B, we introduced two kinds of acceptances. In the case of two-way 
counter machines, these acceptances give the same class of recognizing languages. 
Since weak-counter machines can not detect the empty counter, it is likely that 
these aa.eptances give the different classes of recognizing languages. By using the 
procedure EMPTY in Lemma 2.3, a two-way deterixinistic one-weak-counter 
machine can make the content of the counter be empty. Therefore 2DWC is 
contairieii n the class of final statle and empty store accepting two-way deterministic 
one-weak-counter languages. The language (a mbkm 1 k, m > 1) is not semilinear. 
‘Thereffxe it is not in 2DWC. However, it can be recognized by a two-way 
deterministic lane-weak-counter machine which accepts by final state and empty 
store. us thre above containment of language classes is proper. 
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Definition. A two-way pushdown automaton [4] is said to be input head finite 
rb,versar! if the number of input head reversals is bounded by some fixed constant. 
It is easy to see that a two-way one-weak-counter machine is a special case of 
a two-way pushdown automaton. Thus we can naturally introduce the notion of 
input head finite reversal to two-way one-weak-counter machines. 
The key lemma for th.e main theorem in this section is the following. 
Lemma 3.2 (Liu and Weiner [ 141). If a bounded language L e wf l 9 . wz is recog- 
nized by an input head jinite reversal two-way pushdown automaton, then 
fc WI...., W”)(L) is semilinear. 
Definition. A two-way one-weak-counter machine M is said to be end-restricted 
[ 181 if for ealch w 3a T(M), M accepts w by reversing the direction of the input 
head motion only when the input head is on the right or left endmarkers. 
Lemma 3.3. If a language Ll c (a)* is in 2DWC, then L is recognized by an input 
head finite reversal end-restricted two-way deterministic one- weti k-coun ter machine. 
Proof. Let M be a two-way deterministic one-weak-counter machine recognizing 
L. Since the input alphabet is {a}, the next state of A4 is determined only by the 
present state as long as M’s input head is scanniirg the symbol a. Therefore if M 
is given sufficiently large input w in {a}* and M’s input head leaves the endmarker 
in some state, then Man w moves in one of the fcllowing ways: 
(1) After leaving the left endmarker (the right endmarker), M’s input head 
reaches the right endmarker (the left endmarker) changing its state ultimately 
periodically. 
(2) After leaving the left endmarker (the right endmarker), M’s input head 
returns to the left endmarker (the right endmarker) without seeing the right 
endmarker (the left endmarker). 
(3) M halts or loops without reaching any endmarker. 
The required two-way deterministic one-weak-counter machine A40 simulates A4 
on w without reversing its input head except at the endmarkers in the following 
way. In case (l), since it is possible for A4 to reverse its input head while traversing 
the input w from the left (right) endmarker to the right (left) endmarker, MO must 
cancel these reversals during left-to-right (right-to-left) sweep. Assume that M on 
w leaves the endmarker in state 4. J4O memorizes in its finite st& control the 
ultimately periodic par’t of A4 beginning with state q* Since A4 on w changes its 
state ultimately periodically, if there are input head rr:versals, M also reverses its 
input head direction ultimately periodically during the traversal. Then starting from 
the left (right) endmarker, Mb moves its input head from left to right (right to left) 
cancelling the input head reversals of M while MO applies the operations to the 
counter that are ignored by these cancellations of M’s input head reversals. In case 
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(2), M reaches the endmarker within some fixed constant (this is independent of 
input length) steps. Then MJ simulates the moves of APs input head in its finite 
state control. A& stays on the cndmarker during this simulation. In case (3), MO 
stops simulation. Pius MO can simulate M on w end-restrictedly. Since I&& accepts 
in linear time by Lemma 2.2, M’* must be input head finite reversal. El 
Concatenating the argument in Lemma 3.3, we can obtarin the following more 
extended lemma.. 
Lemma 3.4. Let al, . . . , a,, be distinct symbols. If L c a F 9 $8 9 a,* is a language in 
‘ZDVKZ, then L is recognized by an input head finite reversal two-way deterministic 
one-weak-counter machine that does not reverse its inphi!t head except at the 
endmark,,. 
We now prove Theorem 3.1. 
PFoolf sf “Fhesrem 3,1, Let L’ p-s {a fl l l .* a k 1 w 2 l l l wk is in L} for some n distinct 
symbols rzl, , . . , a!,. As is indicated in [17], flal,..., a,) (L’) :=ftW1,..., , j(L) holds and 
L” is recognized b; a two-way deterministic one-weak-counter machine by using 
the buffiP,rs for ~1, , . . , wn in its finite control. The conclusion follows from Lemmas 
3.2 and 3.4. El 
4. Nondeterminism versus determinism 
kit L1=(a”b”‘~l~n<m}and L2=={anbm11sm<n). These languages Lt and 
L,; are easily seen to belong to 2DWC. Consider the language L = 
{a”b’“!n,mal,n Z m} that PS defined as a union of I,1 and Lz. Obviously L is in 
2NWC. Our objective in this section is to show that L is not in 2DWC. Note that 
Theorem 3.1 does not work for this proof since L is semilinear. Thus L is a bounded 
semilinear language that separates 2NWC and 2DWC. 
Themem 4&l. The language L = (a”b” ) n, m Z= 1, n # m) belongs to 2NWC- 
2DWC. 
Proof, Suppose L is recognized by a two-way deterministic one-weak-counter 
machine M By t -emma 3.4, we may assume that M is end-restricted and makes 
exactly 2k input head reversals in any accepting computation. 
Let no be one greater than the number of states of M For a state q, if there is 
some s 2: I such that M will scan s a’s consecutively by starting in the state q with 
sufficiently many a’s in both sides of the input head and sufficiently large counter 
and returns to the state q, then let d(q) be the least such s. Recall that M does not 
reverse its input head except at the endmarkers. Similarly, Bet g(q) be the least 
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s 2 1, if any, such that M will scan s b’s in a loop from q to q by starting with 
sufficiently rnany b’s in both sides of the input head and sufliiciently large counter. 
Let mo be a common multiple of all d(q), g(q’) for states q, q’. If d(q) (g(q)) exists, 
then, since it divides mo, let N,(q) (l&(q)) be the change in the counter induced 
by scanning m. u’s (ma b’s) beginning in the state q. 
For ta0 llet k(r) = no-t- ;rno and let t (n, m) = akdn)bk(*). We will see that the fact 
that M cannot accept z(3,3) implies that M fails to accept either z( 1,3) or z(3,2). 
Consider first the accepting computation of M on z( 1,2). In particular, let the 
crossing sequence of (state, counter value) at the boundary between the a’s and 
b’s be (41, Cl), Ml, cl), . . . 9 (qk, Cd, (&, 62, (qk+-l, ck+d That is, for example, M 
Lnoves, from (qj, Cj) to (& Cj) by scanning the b’s from left to right in sweep 2j--1, 
seeing the right endmarker and then scanning the b’s from right to left in 2j sweep. 
Also, let pl, . . . , pk be the sequence of states in which the right endmarker is 
reached on left-to-right sweeps, and p’l, . . . , & be the states in which the left 
endmarker is reached on right-to-left sweeps. By the choice of no, in this accepting 
computation on z (1,2), In must be in some loop of states as it crosses the boundary 
between a’s and b’s and as it reaches each endmarker. Therefore tl(q& . . . , d(qk+l), 
Wl), l l l 9 d( &) must all exist. Then let 
for 1 G j < k + 1. Simlarly, let 
. 
Bj = f: (Nb{pi) + Nb(Qii)) 
i=l 
for 1 s j < k. By the choice of m), for any ra, m 2 0, M reaches the same state at 
the right endmarker on z(n + 1, m + 2) as it does on z( 1,2j. Since M accepts 
z(n+l,m+2) for all n,m 30, from the definitions of Aj and Bi, the crossing 
sequence of A4 on z(n + 1, m + 2) at the boundary between a’s and b’s must be 
(& Cj + nAj + mBi), . . . , (qk+l, ck+l + F2Ak+l f- mBk)- 
Since z(n+l,2) is accepted by M for all n>-2, Cj+nAjaO for lsjsk+l. 
Therefore Al 2 0 for 1~1 ’ s k + 1. Similarly, since z (1, nz + 2) is accepted by M for 
allm~O,wealsoseethatBj~Oforl~j~k. 
Now consider z(3,3), which cannot be accepted by M’. Therefore M must block 
at some time of computation since if M does not block, then it reaches an accepting 
configuration. If A4 blocks during the jth period in which b’s are read, then, since 
it did not block in the previous sweeps, it begins that period in state qj with counter 
Cj +2Aj +Bb-l. Note that while scanning b k(3) and the right endmarker, it takes the 
same actions as it would on input z (1,3). Since from Aj 2 0 we see Cj + &-I s 
Cj +2Aj +l3)-1, M would also block in this period on z (1,3), which is in k, a 
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contradiction. It can be argued similarly that if M blocks while scanning a ka3), then 
from Bj 2s 0 it would also block on z(3,2), which is also in L. Thus A4 cannot 
nize the language L. Cl 
Since Lg = {a “b m 1 yz, m a 1, n # m} is a union of two languages in 2DWC, Theorem 
4. I implies the following corollary. 
CorcdIary 4.2. 2DWC is not closed under union. 
Corolbery 4,3. 2DWC is taot closed under conzplemen tathi. 
Prmf, It can be seen that L3 := (a “b” 1 n 3 1) is in 2DWC. If {a, b}* - L3 belongs to 
2DWC, then we can construct a two-way deterministic one-weak-counter machine 
which recognizes {a “b”” 1 n, m 2 1, n # m}, a contradiction. 0 
5. Ckmchading remarks 
We have not examined in detail two-way nondeterministic machines. Of particular 
importance is the question of whether these two-way multi-weak-counter machines 
which accept by final state can recognize all languages recognized by the one-way 
machines tudied by Greibach [7] which accept by final state and empty store. We 
guess it is not true. For example, consider the language Lo over {[ ,], #, a, b} 
consisting of the following strings: [i+$) # l l l # wL*!] l l l [w :” # 0 l 9 # w z!], where 
t 3 1, ni 2 1, wi”’ are in {a, b}” and there exist integers il, . . . , it such that w I,” 9 l l w i,” 
is in {a”b” 1 n 2 1). Lo is recognized by a one-way nondeterministic one-weak-counter 
machine which accepts by final state and empty store*, However, Lo does not seem 
to bje recognized by any two-way multi-weak-counter machine which accepts by 
final state. 
In [lo], two-way multi-counter machines with input head and counter reversal 
restrictions are studied and it is observed that there is, some relationship between 
the number of counters, the number of input head rleversals and the number of 
counter reversals. In the case of two-way multi-weak-counter machines, it seems 
that there is a trade-off between the number of input head reversals and the number 
of weak-counters. For example, for the language {tz ;a: l l . ia: 1 n 2 l}, two input 
head reversal is enough if r counters are available. 
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